Overview

Thank you for choosing Webasto as your source for all of your aftermarket sunroof needs, this document was created to help guide you through the installation of your Sunroof Relay kit.

Even though the use of a relay is not required for your sunroof to operate properly, Webasto **strongly** recommends one be used to protect both the sunroof as well as the Vehicle Electrical System. This Kit was developed to provide all the necessary components as well as some simple wiring diagrams to make installing a Relay into your Webasto Sunroof as easy as possible. This kit includes the following:
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The remainder of this document contains a series of diagrams that outline the recommended wiring for the current lineup of Webasto Aftermarket Sunroofs. Please take a moment to review these diagrams in their entirety and choose the one that best fits your product/application and use it as a reference during the installation. If you cannot find a diagram which adequately fits your product/application or you have any additional questions please contact our technical support team at (800) 860-7866 or via email at: info-us@webasto.com.
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